
 

 
 

         
      

         
          
           
          
      

   

 

          
 

       
           
          
     

   

 

         
       

      
        

        
         
 

   

          
 

            
          

           
     

   

Zachary's new home : a story for foster and 
adopted children / Geraldine M. Blomquist 

The adventures of Zachary the kitten, who is taken 
from his mother's house when she is unable to take 
care of him. It follows Zachary as he goes into foster 
care, his adoption by a family of geese and his 
feelings of shame, anger and hurt. 

Paperback 32 pages 

The mulberry bird : an adoption story / Anne Braff 
Brodzinsky 

This beautifully illustrated book sensitively explores prevalent 
issues in the adoption debate, from the enduring force of a 
birth parent's love to the importance of nurturing an adoptive 
child in its new environment. 

Hardback 48 pages 

The most precious present in the world / by 
Becky Edwards / illustrated by Louise Comfort 

This book explores questions that might 
preoccupy an adopted child. Mia wants to know 
why she looks different to her adoptive parents 
and why her birth parents didn't want to keep 
her. 

Paperback 24 pages 

An adoption story : Little Stork's new home / Carolyn 
Robertson 

A young stork is unable to care for her hatchling and the 
hatchling is eventually moved from her nest, to a foster 
family and finally to an adopted family. A story to help 
children understand their adoption journey. 

Paperback 28 pages 
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Dennis Duckling / by Paul Sambrooks 

A simple open story featuring Dennis Duckling and 
his sister who are unable to live with their mum and 
dad on the pond anymore, so they move to live with 
another family of ducks by the river. 

Paperback 22 pages 

Why can't my child behave? : empathic parenting strategies 
that work for adoptive and foster families / Amber Elliott 

This title provides friendly expert advice on how to respond to 
difficult behaviours and emotions for parents of children with 
developmental trauma. 

Paperback 248 pages 

But he looks so normal! : a bad-tempered parenting 
guide for adopters and foster parents / Sarah Naish 

This irreverent look therapeutic parenting epic fails, also 
combines strategies for efficiently dispatching reward 
charts. Sarah Naish, a self-confessed Bad-Tempered 
Mother & adopter of 5, will help you to feel comfortable 
in your own bad- tempered skin. 

Paperback 194 pages 

Love me, feed me : the adoptive parent's guide to ending the 
worry about weight, picky eating, power struggles and more / 
Katja Rowell 

Written primarily for the adoptive and fostering audience, Rowell, 
aka ‘The Feeding Doctor’, shares that her clients are more alike 
than different. 

Paperback 354 pages 
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The lambaroo / Diana Kimpton and Rosalind 
Beardshaw 

When a kangaroo finds a baby lamb who's crying out 
for a Maa, she falls in love with him and puts him in 
her pouch. The only problem is that he's so different 
from his new family! This book deals with the topic 
of adoption in a sensitive manner. 

Paperback 32 pages 

Maybe days : a book for children in foster care / 
Jennifer Wilgocki 

A straightforward look at the issues of foster care, 
the questions that children ask, and the feelings that 
they confront. This book also explains in children's 
terms the responsibilities of everyone involved -
parents, social workers, lawyers and judges. 

Paperback 32 pages 
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